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HW versus SW Security Disparity

• When it comes to an assessment of physical or hardware-based attack vectors, there is often a lack of 
experience to perform a risk analysis meaningfully – hence, it is usually not performed at all 

- 802.1X with or without integrity protection on L2? 

- DMA attacks – „This is a problem of unattended computers only, isn’t it?“ 

- USB 2.0 – a bit dated and will hardly improve anymore, but its exploitations are recent and getting 
better each day 

- PCIe through thunderbolt – DMA attacks and SSD hot plug is just the beginning 

- USB-C – confusing even for its developers; USB 4.0 meant to clean up, but it actually brings further 
complications 

- Digital video signals – „They are too complex to be attacked, right?“



Ongoing Evaluation – Popular Red Team Toolbox Gadgets



Debriefing Analysis Report Viewpoint

1. Plausibility of the 
suggested scenarios 

2. Technology limits 

3. Detection 

4. Countermeasures



Display Data



Preview: Screen Crab
Screen grabber for HDMI, based on Lontium chipset 
for signal bridging and conversion 

Captures either single frames or video, results stored 
locally on SD card and possibly also at C2 cloud 

Remote management via C2 cloud 

Debriefing Analys 

1. Plausible with small operational issues


2. HDMI signal is generally unprotected, certain limits 
are imposed by available chipsets


3. Can be detected as LONTIUM adapter


4. Consider encrypted video links for highly sensitive 
areas. Regular physical inspection of highly 
exposed links. Sealed ports?



screen crab original parts



8
example of a real situation capture





The World of USB





Connector Stacking - USB 3.0/3.1 Example





Seeing Through the Mist (Total Phase Portfolio Example)





O.MG Cables

“The O.MG Cable is a hand made USB cable with an advanced implant 
hidden inside. It is designed to allow your Red Team to emulate attack 
scenarios of sophisticated adversaries…” 

USB HID sniffing and data injection 

Remote control through embedded WiFI 

Low-Speed device with certain Full-Speed sniffing capability, HID typing 
of 125 characters per second 

Debriefing Analys 

1. Plausible, both attended and unattended scenarios


2. Low-speed bus profile is quite slow for today, however, HID is a rich 
terrain for exploitations; especially for a combined sniffer/injector


3. Detectable heuristically; there is an original forensic detector available 
(discerns active vs. passive cables); can stay totally quiet and show up 
for very a precise amount of time


4. Besides detection, there is no robust prevention on the USB data 
layer, needs to be solved by a system security policy that will limit HID 
devices impact fundamentally





O.MG Cable Detector

“…The Malicious Cable Detector by O.MG allows you to detect 
malicious cables and also block data while charging. … plug just the 
cable into the detector, then the detector into your computer's USB port. 
LED activity indicates signs of life!” 

Designed to discern active vs. passive cables based on power analysis 
on USB 2.0 power supply lines 

Uses allowlists not to alarm on original active cables by Apple, etc. 

Debriefing Analys 

1. Plausible, worked well with several different cables and devices


2. Its focus on power analysis is both the main strength and weakness; it 
can detect chips in dormant mode that would be unseen through data 
lines; on the other hand, it is just for cables - it cannot go deeper to 
e.g. distinguish malicious vs. original keyboard or mouse


3. Challenging to do similar thing for USB-C, power management/noise 
injections hardens this task, and yet there are those allowlists


4. From the malicious device designer viewpoint: move to USB-C, try to 
use a clever power management, or try to mimic those predefined 
original accessories templates to suppress alarms



Bash Bunny

“By emulating combinations of trusted USB devices — like gigabit Ethernet, 
serial, … and keyboards — the Bash Bunny tricks computers into divulging 
data, exfiltrating documents, installing backdoors and many more exploits.” 

Payloads and exfiltration results stored locally on SD card 

Remote connection possible via network tethering 

High-Speed quad-core multi device, HID typing 570 chars/second 

Debriefing Analys 

1. Plausible, both attended and unattended scenarios


2. USB 2.0 is old, but its exploitations are new and still evolving; big 
potential due to the multiple profiles coherently acting together


3. Detectable heuristically on a device layer due to its somewhat exotic 
nature; O.MG cable detector does not apply - it can only tell this is an 
active device, but this is obvious; can stay totally quiet and show up for a 
very precise amount of time


4. Besides (theoretical) detection, there is no robust prevention on the USB 
device layer, needs to be coped with at upper levels - USB function layer 
and higher





Should everything else fail - USBKill



USB D+ and D-, vertical scale 101 V/div



Contactless Micro-EMP Variant (NFCKill)



NFCKill Near-Field Magnetic Pulse (35 mm axial distance)

• Roughly 30-times higher peak value than for a regular NFC 
terminal (ACR122) in the same setup 

• Will further raise sharply when approaching a closer distance 
• Static discharge-like sensing observed at < 1 cm distance, 

their cause and effect remains unknown

• Probably, there is a high-voltage 
generator discharged instantly into a 
primary coil, producing typical high-
energy transients



Electromagnetic Environments

• HPEM ~ High-Power Electromagnetic, general 
attribute defined in IEC 61000 

• HEMP ~ High-altitude EM Pulse, i.e. a nuclear 
variant of the general HPEM attack 

• EMP ~ EM Pulse, popular term mainly for HEMP, 
NNEMP then denotes non-nuclear EMP 

• HPRF DE ~ High-Power RF Directed Energy, also 
known as HPM (High-Power Microwave) 

• IEMI ~ Intentional EM Interference, an academic 
term, also covers jamming



In 2017, EMP (as Nuclear-sourced HPEM) “Exploded” in Newsrooms

[ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpQ8tj0aVRc ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpQ8tj0aVRc


Plasma dipole antenna



Research papers are rare, especially those from the Soviet region





Just a… cigarette lighter, 1 m line of sight distance 
200 mV/div vertical, 2 ns/div horizontal, untuned wire antenna



Tactical NNEMP Generators

[ https://vojenskerozhledy.cz/kategorie/zbrane-se-smerovou-energii ]

https://vojenskerozhledy.cz/kategorie/zbrane-se-smerovou-energii


Do not underestimate electronic 
geeks with internet gadgets
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